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Hessayon formulated the idea for his "Expert" guides to gardening. There are as of [update] over 20 "Expert"
titles in 22 languages and in Britain their sales continue to dominate the gardening paperback lists. It's true! In
, he travelled to the United States where he worked as the editor of a small town newspaper. All of his Expert
Books are really detailed and full of great information! Then there's information on planting methods how to
take cuttings, how to sow seeds etc and a section on gardening tools. Then there's a troubleshooting section, a
greenhouse section, a water gardening section and a garden design section. Share via Email You might be
thinking that this review is a little strange. Early life[ edit ] Hessayon is the son of a Cypriot landowner and
grew up in Salford , Lancashire , England. A youngster talking about gardening books - but, yes! The various
books describe gardening techniques, names of different plants common names and botanical names and give
lots of detailed diagrams. A great book for all those gardener's out there whether just starting out, or
professional gardeners! It divides the plants into sections - climbers, shrubs, conifers, trees, roses, fruit, bulbs
and rockery plants. Want to tell the world about a book you've read? He gained a Bachelor of Science degree
in botany from Leeds University. It then goes on to describe the different types of soils stony, peaty, chalky,
sandy etc. In he was included in the Daily Mail list of "60 truly great Elizabethans" for "teaching millions of
us how to garden". On the British bestsellers list for the s, two Experts were in the Top  Then there's a bit
about weather and climate, then a bit on plants. It was whilst working for PBI that Dr. There's loads of detail.
Join the site and send us your review! In , he went to the Gold Coast as a Research Fellow at the University
College before returning to Manchester to obtain his doctorate in soil ecology. In , he was awarded a Guinness
World Records certificate for being Britain's "bestselling non-fiction author of the s". I would say that the
Expert Books have been the biggest innovation in gardening publications since the death of William Robinson
in â€” Recognition[ edit ] In , he received the first-ever Lifetime Achievement award at the British Book
Awards. The "Expert" guides[ edit ] A steady stream of publications followed the initial Be Your Own
Gardening Expert, each maintaining the basic formula of down-to-earth writing with pictures, charts, and
photographs. For example, I have The Garden Expert, which is the book which gives the more overall
spectrum of gardening, instead of specific types of gardening. The book gives lots of great facts like in , a
patio was present in 1 in 10 gardens - I bet you didn't know that! He was also awarded the Veitch Memorial
Medal of the Royal Horticultural Society in for his contribution to the advancement and improvement of the
science and practice of horticulture.


